
“DTX flagship model that boasts the beauty of real drums”

The DTX10 series is the flagship of the DTX lineup, combining 
the functionality of electronic drums with the sheer beauty of 
their acoustic counterparts.

Real sounds that drive the 
drummer
The acoustic drum sounds built into the 
DTX-PROX are all real sounds recorded in 
some of the best recording studios in the 
world. 

Connect to Bluetooth 
The Bluetooth® function of DTX-PROX allows you to wirelessly connect to 
smart devices, portable music players, and computers and have fun playing 
drums along with the audio. 
*Availability of Bluetooth audio varies by country.

Intuitive playability
The Kit Modifier and LED rotary fader featured on the DTX-PROX offers 
drummers limitless possibilities for their creativity.
The seven LED rotary faders can be used to change the parameters of all the 
instruments.   

8 Individual Outputs
The DTX-PROX is suitable for everything from playing at home to performing 
live and recording, and it’s equipped with 8 Individual Outputs and a matrix 
that allows routing to any output. The AUX IN jack sockets can receive the 
monitor signal from a PA system and can also be routed to different locations.

Module  *For more info please visit P53, 54.

DTX10K-X  Real Wood 

DTX10K-M  Black Forest 

Pads & Rack  *For more info please visit P52.

Optimum feel
The DTX10 series lets drummers 
choose between two head 
materials according to their 
personal preference, for optimum 
response when playing.

Snare Pad (TCS: XP125SD-X)
By changing the thickness of the TCS material, and the number of bubbles, 
we can create a tactile feel suitable for snare drum performance.In addition, 
the pad is 2-zone for the head and rim 
triggering. Both the head and rim detect 
the impact point, allowing the pad to offer 
a uniquely detailed, positional sensitive 
performance. The snare pad also comes 
equipped with a hit point detection function, 
further enhancing your ability to express 
yourself musically.

Cymbal Pad
All cymbal pads feature playing 3-zones, meaning 
they all produce different sounds at the edge, bow, 
and cup, as well as choke and mute functionality. 
The 17˝ ride cymbal comes equipped with a hit point 
detection function.
The series reproduces the drummer’s delicate 
cymbal work with the long, high-definition samples 
installed on the DTX-PROX module.

Snare Pad (Mesh: XP125SD-M)
The playing surface is a 2-ply mesh head, made by REMO. It has been 
specially designed to give a refreshingly accurate playing feel. In addition, 
the pad is 2-zone, for head and rim triggering. 
The pad uses its three sensors for head 
to offer a uniquely accurate precision 
performance.

Kick Pad (KP128)
The KP128 Kick Pad uses a two-ply Remo head and features a unique three-
layer cushion structure that offers the perfect feel with unparalleled comfort, 
regardless of the strength of the stroke.
Everything from kick feathering to thunderous blast-beats get equally 
realistic feel.  
The 12-inch playing surface boasts both presence and portability, while the 
whole bass drum structure is incredibly stable and durable.
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Lower natural pitch, 
so less intrusive

DTX10K-X  Real Wood / Black Forest
K Includes DTX-PROX module.
K Yamaha exclusive TCS silicon head technology.
K Hit point detection on ride and snare for added expression.
K Professional class hardware including HEXRACKII.

Module DTX-PROX 
Pad Snare XP125SD-X 

(12 inch TCS pad with 2 zone)
Tom Pad XP105T-X 

(10 inch TCS pad with 2 zone)
Floor Tom Pad XP125T-X 

(12 inch TCS pad with 2 zone)
Kick Pad KP128 (12 inch Mesh pad with 

Multi layer cushion)
Hi-hat Pad RHH135 (13 inch pad with 2 zone)
Crash cymbal 1 PCY135 (13 inch pad with 3 zone)
Crash cymbal 2 PCY155 (15 inch pad with 3 zone)
Ride cymbal PCY175 (17 inch pad with 3 zone)
Hi-hat Stand HS740A
Snare Stand SS662 (Snare Stand for 12˝)
Rack System RS10-HXR

Module DTX-PRO 
Pad Snare XP125SD-M 

(12 inch Mesh pad with 2 zone)
Tom Pad XP105T-M 

(10 inch Mesh pad with 2 zone)
Floor Tom Pad XP125T-M 

(12 inch Mesh pad with 2 zone)
Kick Pad KP128 (12 inch Mesh pad with 

Multi layer cushion)
Hi-hat Pad RHH135 (13 inch pad with 2 zone)
Crash cymbal 1 PCY135 (13 inch pad with 3 zone)
Crash cymbal 2 PCY155 (15 inch pad with 3 zone)
Ride cymbal PCY175 (17 inch pad with 3 zone)
Hi-hat Stand HS740A
Snare Stand SS662 (Snare Stand for 12˝)
Rack System RS10-HXR

DTX10K-X Specifications

DTX10K-M Specifications

DTX10K-M  Real Wood / Black Forest
K Includes DTX-PROX module.
K Remo two-ply mesh heads are used for all pads.
K Hit point detection on ride for added expression.
K Professional class hardware including HEXRACKII.
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* Wiring not shown.
* Pedals are not included.

* Wiring not shown.
* Pedals are not included.

TCS Mesh

Rack system (RS10-HXR)
The RS10-HXR is the DTX10 series rack system featuring HEX RACK II, a rack 
system for acoustic drums. Its appearance boasts an overwhelming presence 
that looks great everywhere, especially  
on stage. This rack system balances the  
durability that has earned Yamaha the  
trust of professional drummers and an  
ease of use that allows for flexible setups.

iOS/Android App  Rec'n'Share10 built-in training functions Includes Cubase AI®

*For more info, please visit P66.

Perfect for 
double pedals
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